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The processes leading to the detachment of weakly bound electrons in slow collisions between atomic 
systems are discussed. The role played in these processes by the excited states of the core electrons 
is elucidated. It is shown that in a number of cases the auto-ionization of the quasimolecule is 
largely determined by the direct core-core interaction (by the diagonal and off-diagonal parts). The 
spectrum of the liberated electrons both in the presence and absence of pseudocrossing of the terms 
of the core electrons is found. The effects which are connected with the role of the "inelastic" 
ionization channels, and which can manifest themselves both in an anomalous dependence of the 
initial part of the spectrum on the colliding-particle energy and in the appearance of characteristic 
near-threshold properties, are discussed. The results of the theory are used to interpret the available 
experimental data on electron detachment in collisions of negative ions and neutral alkali-metal atoms 
with inert-gas atoms. 

1. The theory of the detachment of a weakly bound 
electron from a negative ion A- or a neutral alkali-metal 
atom A in slow collisions with unexcited atoms B has 
been developed in a number of papers [1-4J . It is as
sumed in these papers that as the atoms approach each 
other the one-electron term of the ground state of the 
system touches or (in the zeroth approximation in the 
interaction) intersects the boundary of the continuous 
spectrum, acquiring an auto-ionization width that deter
mines the ionization probability and the spectrum of the 
liberated electrons. These processes have also been 
systematically investigated experimentally [S-11J . 

In the experiments, besides instances confirming the 
main theoretical predictions, numerous cases were dis
covered which significantly disagreed with the theory. 
Thus, for example, in accordance with the Smirnov
Firsov theory [2J, the cross section for detachment of 
an electron from a negative halogen ion in a collision 
with an inert-gas atom in the region of relative-motion 
energies W significantly exceeding the repulsive poten
tial U 0 at the point of tangency (W /> U 0) is practically a 
constant[sJ. For the ions of the alkali metals, however, 
experiment yields cross sections that increase signifi
cantly with the energy[6J. The measured electron spec
tra[7-11J in the initial part (up to 2-4 eV) of the spec
trum agree with fairly simple and universal theoretical 
dependences[l,3,4J, but at high energies the spectra in 
many cases reveal a structure containing pronounced 
"prolongations" and resonance peaks [7-11J whose loca
tions in many cases correspond to the well-known auto
ionization states of the isolated A atoms, whereas the 
threshold for their appearance does depend on the choice 
of the collision partner B. 

The fairly large width of the initial part of the spec
trum, a part which corresponds to the auto-ionization of 
the quasimolecule, the substantial population probability 
for the atomic auto-ionization states (up to 50% [9J), the 
pronounced energy dependences of the total cross sec
tions [6J, and the excitation functions of the resonance 
peaks[7J -all this apparently indicates a major role for 
the inner-shell electrons in the processes leading to the 
detachment of the weakly-bound outer electron. How
ever, the role of the inner-shell electrons in these 
processes has thus far not been considered, although 
the presently available experimental data on the inelas
tic scattering of the neutral group-I atoms and their 
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positive ions by inert-gas atoms [12-15J directly indicate 
a strong nonadiabatic coupling between the ground and 
excited states, a coupling which is localized over the 
same internuclear distances at which the electron de
tachment is accomplished in A--B and A-B collisions. 

The role of the excited states of the inner-shell elec
trons in the outer-electron detachment processes that 
occur in slow collisions of negative ions and neutral 
alkali-metal atoms with inert-gas atoms is considered 
in the present paper. Since the cross section for excita
tion of the atomic cores depends to a decisive degree on 
the presence or absence of pseudocrossing in the sys
tem composed of their terms E~B(R), these two cases 
will be analyzed separately below. The possibility of the 
simultaneous convergence of more than two terms is not 
excluded, but less likely; therefore, we shall, in the 
main, restrict ourselves to only a two-channel descrip
tion of the motion of the weakly bound electron. 

2. If there is no pseudocrossing in the system of 
terms E~B(R), then electron detachment in a slow colli
sion between the unexcited atomic systems is possible 
only if the outer electron ceases at some internuclear 
distance to be in a bound state in the field of the unexci
ted cores[1,2J (Le., if El(R) = 0 for R s Ro, where El is 
the binding energy), or if there exists a region where the 
Rydberg states change abruptly[3]. Channel coupling, 
however, is important in these cases only for electron 
energies E satisfying the conditions 

(1) 

where w 12 = E~ - EtB; E2 is the binding energy of the 
electron in the field of the excited (n = 2) core, and 
therefore we shall consider it to be time independent, 

The system of equations describing the situation u 
under consideration has the form 

Here 

(2 ) 

(3) 

which depends on the internuclear distance R(t) and the 
core-core interaction U AB(R), is the interaction between 
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the weakly bound electron and the qua~i-molecular core 
in the ground state (adiabatic basis), Ve-AB(r, t) is the 
internuclear-distance-dependent interaction matrix des
cribing the interaction between the electron and the non
interacting atomic cores, and SAB(t) is the matrix diag
onalizing the Hamiltonian of the interacting cores. 
Similarly, 

is the interaction between the electron and an excited 
core; the moment of time to is determined by the condi
tion 

R(to)~Ro. (5) 

The channel-channel interaction 

where the <Pn (~AB' t) are the adiabatic wave functions of 
the cores and vR is the radial velocity of the nuclei. 

The solution of the system of equations (2) is, in the 
general case, not possible; therefore, we shall use the 
fact that the most important part of the electron-core 
interaction is the time-dependent short-range part, 
which can be taken into account through a nonstationary 
boundary condition at some finite rl): 

a In '¥, (T, t) I ( ) 
~ ft· ar r=tl ' 

(6) 

here a is the effective radius of the short-range part of 
the interaction, which, for simplicity, is assumed to be 
spherically symmetric. 

For the linear approximation 

f(I)~~(t-to), (7) 

which corresponds to a slow passage through the point 
Ro, the system of equations (2) is exactly soluble by 
the Demkov-Osherov method [16J, and the spectrum of 
the liberated electrons has the form 

nu(E)=2~-'(2E)'I'Pu(E, a)w,(E). (8) 

Here Pll(E, a) is the penetration factor for an electron 
of energy E in the field of the unexcited core of the 
quasimolecule, the factor being determined by the rela
tion [17J 

(9) 

where xi(E, a) is that solution of the Schrodinger equa
tion with the long-range part V 11 of the potential and 
with angular momentum Z that is irregular at the origin 
and has a diverging asymptotic form at infinity. The 
quantity 

w/(E) =10" (E) w,,(E) (10) 

is the "survival" factor determining the fraction of elec
trons that are liberated with energy higher than E. 

For E < W12, 

2 E 

wu(E)=exp{--S (2E)"'P u(E,a)dE}, (11) 
~ " 

w,,(E)=exp { -+~ l<x,+IV"lx,m> 1''1 (E-Em) }, (12) 

£",=0)"--8",, (13) 

where x~ and Em are respectively the wave function 
and binding energy of the m-th bound state of the elec-
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tron in the field of the excited core; 1/ (x) '" 0 for x < 0 
and 1/ (x) '" 1 for x > O. Notice that for r - 00 V 21 f 0 and 
is determined by the nonadiabatic channel-channel coup
ling. 

A similar spectrum was found earlier [laJ in the 
framework of the phenomenological approach with a 
channel-channel coupling that is localized at r '" a. The 
factor w2Z(E), which depends on the excitation energy of 
the inner-shell electrons (W12 '" E~B - E~B) and the 
binding energy Em of the outer electron in the field of 
the excited core, determines the energy dependence of 
the cross section ar.y.t) and the excitation function Ir.y.t) of 
the resonance electrons. Allowing for a double crossing 
of the transition region (R ~ Ro), we have for the nega
tive-ion decay process, for example, the expressions: 

a(W) """R,,'[ i-w,'(E,) (1-1O,(E,)) '], 

T(W)-w,(E,) (I-w,(E,))w,(E,). 

(14) 

(15) 

For w1(E1) ~ 1, the cross section weakly depends on 
the energy of the colliding particles, and the contribution 
of the resonance electrons to the integrated spectrum is 
small. This case corresponds, for example, to collisions 
between negative halogen ions and inert-gas atoms 
(E1 ~ 7 eV, I ~ 5% [7J ). An alternative possibility is 
apparently realized for negative alkali -metal ions, which 
corresponds to the presently available indications that 
the terms of the ground and excited states of such quasi
molecules as LiHe, NaAr, etc., closely approach each 
other and, possibly, intersect [12, 13J. In these cases the 
energy E1(Ro) (see (13)) can be very small (and even 
negative), and then w1(E1) ~ 1, which guarantees at low 
velocities a pronounced growth of the electron-detach
ment cross section with increasing energy[6J . Analysis 
of the low-energy part of the differential spectrum of the 
electrons would allow in this case the reestablishment of 
the disposition of the terms of the quasimolecule at small 
distances (R ~ lO-a cm), since for El > 0, according to 
(8), (11), and (12), there should be a discontinuity at 
E '" El in the spectrum of the emitted electrons, whereas 
for El < 0 the spectrum will be smooth. 

When E > W12, a new ionization channel opens which 
is accompanied by the simultaneous excitation of the 
core electrons and whose spectrum has the form 

n,,(E) ~ 2p-' I <lE+,",,1 v"lx:,,> I'P2(E) 10, (E+O),,). (16) 

Here xi!: 2 is the normalized-with respect to momen
tum-wave function of an electron of energy E in the 
field of the excited (in the adiabatic representation) 
core of the quasimolecule and P2 is the corresponding 
density of states. 

3. In the presence of quasicrossing in the core-term 
system E~J?(R), decisive importance is assumed by the 
possibility' of the emergence of the discrete Single-elec
tron terms of the first channel (of the zeroth approxima
tion in the coupling) in the continuous-spectrum zone of 
the second channel. We shall, for the analysis of this 
case, use the Landau-Zener model for the pseudocross
ing, and describe the system by the following equations: 

a '¥, (r, t) [ !'!. ] 
i--a-I -= -2-V,,(r)+~t 'V,(r,t)+V,,(r)'V,(r,t), 

o'V 2 (r,t) [!'!. ] 
i' rYt ~ -2+ V,,(r) 'V,(r,t)+V,,(r)'V,(r, t). 

(17) 

Here Vnn(r) '" <<p~(~AB)IVe-ABI<p~(~AB» is the interac
tion between the electron and the noninteracting atomic 
cores in the state <p~( ~ AB); j3t is the time-dependent 
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splitting of the intersecting core terms: 

(J),,(t)=~t; 

finally 

(18) 

V" (r) =<If)"(SAB) I V._AB+U AB(sABR,) 1 1f),'(SAB» (19) 

is the complete adiabatic channel-channel coupling 
(Ro'" R(O)). 

The solution of the system (17) by the Laplace method 
amounts to finding the solution to the integro-differential 
equation 

d 
F, (E, r) = i~ dii"G,F,+ V"G, V21G,F" 

in terms of which the electron wave functions can be 
expressed: 

'l', (r, t) = J G,F,e-iE' dE, 

'l',(r,t) = J G,V21G,F,e-'E'dE; 

here Gn '" (E + b. r /2 - Vnnfl is the Green operator. 
For a weak channel-channel coupling IV 121 « 

(20) 

(21) 

If1no - t1nl, when the virtual transitions of the electron 
in the field of the quasi -molecular core of the initial 
configuration can be neglected, G1 can be approximated 
by a single meromorphic term: 

If,.'> <f".1 G,"" , , 
E-8,no 

and in this case the spectrum is of the form 
2n 

n, (E) = -~-I <fln.1 v"lf"" +) I~P2 (E) 

2 E 

X exp [ --rmJ <flnoIV"G2V"lf,no)dE]. 
~ _00 

(22) 

(23) 

The width of the spectrum (23) is, generally speaking, 
greater than the width in the absence of pseudocrossing, 
and is directly determined by the total channel-channel 
coupling, which is due both to the inelastic electron
core interaction (the term ~Ve-AB) and the possibility 
of a nonadiabatic transition in the core-electron system 
(the term proportional to the direct core-core interac
tion U AB)' In this case the total probability of transition 
of the outer electron to all the possible states in the 
case Ve-AB «UAB 

W,= J n, (E) dE 

coincides, as expected, with the probability of a non
adiabatic transition in the core system: 

(24) 

W,=ll'AB=exp [-2n~-'I<If).'luABI<D2")1'1. (25) 

In the opposite case, when Ve -AB »U AB' the spec
trum (23) corresponds to electron emission as a result 
of the decay of the initial state, which, owing to the shift 
of the boundary of the continuous spectrum when 
t > k1nolit3, becomes of the resonance Feshbach type 
with an auto-ionization width 

(26) 

Electron detachment in collisions between atomic 
systems is possible both when the nuclei approach each 
other-as a result of the autoionization of the quasimole
cule-and when they separate-as a result of the auto
ionization of the atoms. For the disintegration of a 
negative ion, for example, to the first possibility corre
sponds the cross section 

Here 
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(27) 

(28) 

is the cross section for electron detachment that is not 
accompanied by the excitation of the atoms A and B, 
where 

w,,'=exp[ -2n~-'1 <1, ... 1 V"I/,.) I'], (29) 

f2n is the wave function of the bound electron in the field 
of the core in the configuration corresponding, upon the 
separation of the nuclei, to the excited state of one of 
the atoms, and w AB is the probability of a nonadiabatic 
transition in the A-B atomic system. Further, 

(30) 

is the cross section for the process of electron detach
ment with excitation of the atoms: 

A-+B-...A'+e+B. 

The cross section for electron detachment upon 
separation of the atoms is given by 

(31) 

(32) 

which, like the cross section (21), can give a pronounced 
growth at low velocities. If at infinity the excited state 
of the quasimolecule correlates with the excited term of 
the particle B, and the collision time is sufficiently 
long, i.e., if 

rR,IvR >1, (33) 
then the cross section (32) corresponds to a peculiar 
Penning effect in collisions between unexcited atoms. A 
similar process for the case of neutral-particle ioniza
tion has, in fact, recently been ex¥erimentally observed 
(for the Rb-Ar pair at T '" 200 eV 11J , when the higher
lying terms of the Rydberg crowding are, apparently, 
still not accessible). The presence of the Rydberg 
crowding for the case of ionization significantly compli
cates. the determination of the spectrum of the electrons 
emitted upon separation of the nuclei, but it should be 
expected that for 

rR,/vR <1 

the high-energy part of the spectrum (E ~ 10-20 eV) 
contains, to a comparable degree, a contribution from 
many of the auto ionization states of the atoms. The 
threshold for their appearance and the excitation thres
hold for the core electrons in collisions between the 
corresponding ions 

A++B-... (A+)'+B 

should then roughly coincide, which is well corroborated 
by the available experimental data. For the K-He, 
Rb-He, Cs-He, and Cs-Ne pairs the thresholds for the 
appearance of bunches of resonance electrons [9J and the 
excitation thresholds for the corresponding K+-He, 
Rb+-He, Cs+-He, and Cs+-Ne ions [14] , for example, are 
respectively equal: 84 and 75 eV, 67 and 81 eV, 116 and 
116 eV, and 340 and 390 eV. 

The distinctive features of the spectrum of the elec
trons emitted as the nuclei approach each other and the 
quasimolecule-autoionization probability are determined 
by the magnitudes and energy dependence of the matrix 
elements entering into (23), The role of the centrifugal 
barrier and the Rydberg crowding has already been dis
cussed[1,3,4J ; therefore, we only note that the presence 
in the field of the unexcited quasimolecular core of fine 
levels (real or virtual) and quasi-stationary states leads 
to the appearance in the low-energy electron spectrum 
of resonance peaks: 

aE'l, [E aE'l, dE ] 
n2(E)=--exp - s-- , 

8,+E ,8,+E 
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b E bdE 

n,(E) ~ (8,-E)'+ P/4 exp[ - f (8,-E)'+r'/4 (34) 

(a and b are constants) whose experimental detection 
would allow us to obtain unique information about the 
spectrum of the excited states of the corresponding 
quasimolecules. 

4. Let us now discuss the question of the role of the 
"inelastic" ionization channel, i.e., of ionization which 
is accompanied by the simultaneous excitation of the 
inner-shell electrons (excitation energy W23 '" E~B 
- E~B) and which becomes possible at outer-electron 
energies E > W23' In the presence of pseudocrossing of 
the ground-state term with two excited-state ones, the 
integral spectrum of the emitted electrons evidently has 
the form 

r (E) E dE 
n(E)~ n,(E)+ n2(E)~-' -[ exp (- S r,(E)-) 

~ , ~ 

• ,,+E dE E dE 
+q(E)exl'( - S r,(E)--S I',(E)-)] , 

w" ~, ~ 
(35) 

" 1', (E) 0" dE 
q (E)~--exp(- Sr,(E)-) 

I',(E) , ~' 

i.e., for a sufficiently low threshold for q ;?:: 7 the num
ber of electrons emitted with low energies can grow with 
the energy of the colliding particles. This interesting 
fact was recently observed experimentally for the 
Rb-Kr, Na+-Kr, and some other pairs[11]. 

5. It is also of interest to consider the question of the 
possibility of the appearance of near-threshold anom
alies in the electron spectrum of the elastic channel. 
For this purpose it is sufficient to consider a model 
three-channel system with a parabolic term2 ): 

E,AB(t) ~-cxt'+~, cx>o, ~>o; 
E,A8(t) ~o, E,AB(t) ~W22<~' 

The electron spectrum of the elastic channel in this case 
has, as can be shown, the form 

ri, (E) ~2!t (cx~) _'f, I </,.1 v" If,,,.> 1'1 F(E) I 'p, (E). (36) 

Here F(E) is a damped-as E - +oo-solution of the 
equation 

d'F/dE'+Q'(E)F~O, 

cxQ'(E) ~ ~-E+ .E <t,".1 V"G. V" Ii'n.>. (37) 
a=2,3 

Below we shall be interested only in the near-thres
hold energy region (E "" W23), and therefore let us repre
sent n2(E) in the form 

Q'(E) ~A+B[2(E-W23) p, (38) 

where A and B are electron-energy independent quanti
ties. Then using the standard-equation method (see, for 
example, [19]) for finding the asymptotic form of F(E), 
we obtain the form of the spectrum near the threshold of 
the "inelastic" ionization channel: 

{ (2IE-w"I)'t. } 
n2(E)~n,(w23) 1- (p+HeA)'+(ImA)' [D,l1(w,,-E)+D'l1(E- w23)] ; 

D,=Im A ·R" B-ImB·Re(A+~), 
D,~ImA· 1m B+ReB·Re(A+~). 

The threshold anomaly is described by the second term 
in the square brackets and vanishes when we go over to 
the conditions of the linear approximation. 
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1) A number of authors [1, 3, 16] formulate the boundary conditions at the 
origin (i.e., at a = 0). 

2)We note that the single-channel decay in the small-radius-potential 
model with a quadratic approximation for the boundary condition was 
recently considered by Devdariani [19]. 
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